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Abstract: With the outburst of ecommerce sentiment-rich resources such as online review sites and blogs, people actively use this information to understand what others think about a particular subject. This area of study helps to derive the opinion, sentiment or the outlook of a speaker mainly used when conducting market research. This paper does an evaluation of the systems such as LSA and PMI that set up semantic association between aspects and opinions found in customer reviews. PMI-IR is predicted to give better results as observed in a user study.
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1. Introduction

The rapid evolution of Web as well as its read-write nature has enabled more and more users to interact and share knowledge and information. Extracting opinions and sentiments from the web became more challenging, because deep understanding of the semantic structure of the natural language is required. This paper proposes to study aspect-based opinion mining methodology on customer reviews. It describes the comparison of two methods (LSA and PMI) [20][11]which finds the semantic association between aspects and opinions

2. Related Work

2.1 Deriving Aspects

Identification and extraction of explicit aspects are done initially as they are clearly precise in the reviews. This ultimately helps in the identification of implicit aspects that are hidden or implied in a review sentence. Nouns and noun phrases are extracted as they represent potential words that are frequently talked about.

Here POS (Parts Of Speech) tagger is used for separating various part of speech tokens [15][17]. Opinion words are taken to be adjective, verbs and adverb phrases appearing in the review sentence [15][17].

The most likely aspect opinion pair occurring in an implicit sentence can be obtained using the association between opinion & explicit aspects Partial derivation of implicit aspects was done by Hu & Liu [6] by applying the same methods used for explicit aspect extraction.

Another approach used is clustering of opinion phrases which are then labeled with property names. Measures of Association are calculated on the opinion cluster and explicit feature using different methods like PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information), Likelihood ratio test (LRT), Cooccurrence association rules (CoAR) [5][8].

2.2 Rule Generation

Hu and Liu [3][5][25] generated all strong association rules by applying apriori algorithm to extract all aspects expressed in reviews. The method was successful in identifying explicit aspects. The quantitative results for implicit feature identification are unknown [5][25].

2.3 Summarization

One of the simplest way to access the results is to produce a aspect based summary of opinions [3][25]. The relative frequency of feature can be seen by the application of Feature buzz summary. Organizations can know what their customers really care about [2]. Whereas Object buzz summary mentions the frequency of different products in competition. [28]. Lastly, the summarization of opinions can be obtained by producing a short textual summary based on multiple reviews or even a single review [28]

3. Proposed Techniques

3.1 Aspect Extraction

Nouns/noun phrases are frequently taken as aspects whereas adjective modifiers, adverb modifiers are taken to be opinion words. Aspects and Opinion are detected with the help of Stanford POS tagger.

The proposed paper is domain independent and unsupervised thus eliminates tedious and time consuming work for supervised methods. It is effective in medium size corpus. But for large corpora, this may result in precision drop. During extraction, adjectives like “whole” and “recent” that are extracted as opinion words can be associated with nouns/noun phrases, thus leading to extracting wrong aspects.

Every opinion extracted has some implicit polarity (positive, negative or neutral), associated with them which transforms the orientation of the aspects.

SentiWordNet is used to determine the polarity of each modifier. SentiWordNet (SWN) is designed to aid in opinion mining tasks [15]. Each synonymous set in SWN has a
positive sentiment score, a negative sentiment score and an objectivity score. SWN requires word sense disambiguation to find the correct sense of a word and its associated scores. For example, “an unpredictable plot in the movie” is a positive phrase, while “an unpredictable steering wheel” is a negative one.

To include negation information, the negation word and negated word are joined with a hyphen. For example “not good” is replaced with not-good. The sentiment score of this new “word” is the negative of the sentiment score of the negated word [17]. Negation can occur in a variety of often subtle ways, thus can lead to poor results.

PMI-IR is also a statistical approach but not based on the concept of semantic spaces. It uses the results of information retrieval to compute associativity in terms of the words mutual information. The degree of relatedness is measured by the probability of co-occurrence versus independent occurrence of terms [11]. PMI gave better results than LSA on synonym tests [16]. PMI-IR has also performed effectively than other computational methods for quantifying similarity [12].

4.3 Rule Generation

The proposed approach can be viewed as an elaborate extension of Hu and Liu’s method [3][5][25].

The proposed work is designed specifically to identify aspects that do not occur explicitly in review sentences. Secondly, the approach discriminates between opinion words and aspect words i.e opinion words can only occur in the rule antecedents, while rule consequents must be opinion aspects [18]. Thirdly association rules are generated directly from the LSA matrix / PMI matrix of opinions and aspects. Large number of incorrect rules may be generated which are caused by the incorrect identification of opinion words or explicit aspect words by the previous modules. However it helps in generating quite reasonable rules due to the LSA/PMI that helps to measure semantic associations between the objects [20][11].

3.4 Summarization

Review summarization intends at producing a sentiment summary, which consists of sentences from a document that capture the author’s opinion. The summary may be either a single paragraph as in [21] or a structured sentence list as in [3][9][25]. The former is produced by selecting some sentences or a whole paragraph which the author expresses his or her opinion(s). The latter is generated by the auto mined aspects that the author comments on. The proposed method used is more relevant to the method used in [3][25][9] i.e. aspect based summary of opinions on an object or multiple competing objects.

4. Implementation

Statistical Opinion Mining is used which tackles sentiment analysis in terms of data mining and is based on statistical methods. The customer review corpus was collected from www.amazon.com. Amazon as the source of reviews, which includes user reviews for cell phones. The corpus contains 300 reviews. Products in this site have a large number of reviews. Each of the review includes a text review. Additional information available but not used in this project includes date, time, author name, location and ratings. Reviews based on cell phones were manually collected. A typical review contains free text summary about a product. All reviews are plain text. First a set of standard preprocessing steps are carried out, viz., tokenizing and stemming.

Stanford POS automatically classified words into categories of nouns and noun phrases based on the following pattern
NN or NNS, NN NN or NNS Example:- In the sentence, “This camera produces beautiful pictures”, “pictures” and “camera” will be extracted as it satisfies the first pattern. In the sentence, “This is a simple cell phone”, “cell phone” will be extracted as it satisfies the second pattern. be used with the SentiWordNet database. SentiWordNet 3.0.0. identified words polarity as negative or positive based on the given rule: score less than 0 are as negative and scores greater than 0 is taken as positive. The rest were considered neutral. While using Latent Semantic Analysis, values close to 1 represent very synonyms. A threshold was set to reduce the number of terms collected. Association rule were used to mine the aspect->opinion rules from the resulting LSA matrix. Support was considered to be 1% [3][5]. A distinguished set of rules were obtained. The summarization phase was conducted as follows. The sentences related to the query were collected. Semantic polarity of the opinions found in each sentence is identified from the previously identified set. This organized sentence list were shown as the summary [3][25][10]. For implicit aspects, a matched list of rules is collected by searching the rules antecedents. Example:- “it's also a good tool for entertainment” Opinions -> good Implicit aspect = nokia-n95 -> [nokia-n95, memory, sound, memory-card]. If the implicit aspect is identical to the queried aspect then the sentence is structured in the summary.

The Comparison model used PMI instead of LSA methodology. The point-wise mutual information (PMI) Mi(w)[aspect] between the word w and the class i [opinion] is defined on the basis of the level of co-occurrence between the class i and word w. On the basis of mutual independence, the expected co-occurrence is given by Pi*F(w), and the true co-occurrence is given by F(w)* pi(w). The word w is positively correlated Mi(w) is greater than 0 and negative when less than 0.

5. Observations

As observed the number of positive sentiments in LSA model is more than PMI model.

LSA was the supposed difficulty in determining the optimal number of dimensions to use for performing the SVD was determined to be “6” as the optimal number of dimensions to use for performing the SVD as recall as 66.67% and precision as 71.42%. Too few dimensions and important patterns are left out, too many and noise caused by random word choices will creep back in.

PMI estimates for each pair of words, the aspects and the opinions were calculated by dividing the number of times that aspect and opinion has co-occurred within a single document with the product of the respective frequencies of aspect and opinion in the entire corpus. PMI is easy to compute even on large corpus and requires low memory. It dose automatic approximations of semantic similarity. But it is observed to be bad with sparse data. Even if the opinion-aspect pair occurs together once, high PMI score is obtained.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper compares two semantic systems, LSA and PMI-IR, for predicting the associations between aspect and opinion in a text review corpus.

The both methodologies used here is quite reasonable in identifying aspects and their semantic association but some undesirable errors still persists in the results. This might be due to incorrect identification of aspects - opinion pairs or due to the error in segmentation and parsing.

An important issue related to this domain trustworthiness of online opinions which is not considered throughout this work. There is not much study reported on evaluating the authenticity of product reviews. In future, we will determine novel and effective technique for detecting spam reviews which will help customer in selecting best buying option.
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